
 

 

Caidan College of Heralds	
c/o Donna Harclerode 

eridana@cox.net Eridana Dolphin 
 

Minutes of the Oct 22, 2017 Meeting 
 

Meeting commenced at 11:00 AM. 
 
In attendance were: Paul Crescent, Eridana Dolphin, Jeanne Marie Blue Mountain, Ariana 
Trident, Arianna Seraph, Hrorek Chevron, Manus Battlement, Ardgal Silver Mace, Keinfryd 
Gold Forest, Brianna Garb. 
Meeting schedule for 2017 Nov 12, Dec 3 (Holiday Party). 
Possible Dates for next Year: Jan 28, day after Unbelted, Feb 18, March 18, April 15, May 
13 (20), June TBD 
 
Approved Sept submissions were forwarded to Laurel on two Sept 2017  Letters of Intent.  
 
From Dolphin: 
Many thanks to Bruce Batonvert, Jeanne Marie Blue Mountain, Hrorek Chevron who 
commented on September submissions so Caid could post 2 letters without a meeting to 
allow 60 submissions from GWW to be considered in October. Ardgal Silver Mace ran a 
great Consulting table at Great Western War with the assistance of many;  Eirikr Gold 
Phoenix, Faun Woods (West Kingdom) Godfrey Filius Edwinus,, Hannah Story Teller (West 
Kingdom), Ingridr Vidarssdottir, Jani Shirazi, Jeanne Marie Blue Mountian, Bruce Batonvert, 
Cormac Wreath,  James Furison,  Manus Battlement and  Olivia Longcaster.  Many thanks to 
everyone 
 
Submissions that did not have funds and were not entered on the cash sheet were mailed back 
to the submitters.   
 
From Crescent: New GWW War Herald next year? Manus is looking for a deputy to take 
over the War Herald position for GWW for 2018. If anyone is interested and attending the 
war, please see Manus/Paul by March. Training will be provided. 
Keinfryd Gold Forest gave birth to a baby girl August 17th (yay new heralds!). 
Ariana Trident was married on 29 September 2017. 



 
 
SUBMISSIONS 
1: Adan Karro - New Name & New Device  
Azure, on a bend argent three mascles azure 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 
No changes. 
Spelling most important. 
 
Adan is a male Spanish given name found in familysearch records dated to 1591 which is 
within the 500 year acceptable range 
 
 
Karro is a Spanish surname dated to 1143 and 1153, found in Melcon, p. 278 
 
 
 
Submitted by Bruce Batonvert 
Barony of Altavia 
 
Conflicts with Lark Bonamy (reg. Aug 2013 via Lochac): Azure, on a bend argent three 
martlets azure. There's a single DC, for type of tertiary charges. 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE RETURNED for conflict 
 
2: Antonio Bondi - New Name & New Device  
Quarterly azure and sable, in pale a jester's cap and in saltire two pens argent 
 
No preferences indicated 
Antonio is found in "A Listing of all Men's Given Names from the Condado Section of the 
Florence Catasto of 1427".  
Bondi is found twice in "A Listing of All Names Given as Patronyms from the Condado 
Section of the Florence Catasto of 1427".  



Both are part of the same article, "Names in 15th Century Florence and her Dominions: the 
Condado" by Juliana de Luna. Appendix A of SENA notes that unmarked patronymics is an 
acceptable pattern in Italian. 
 
Docs by Jeanne Marie Blue Mountain 
 
We have a recent ruling that the quill pen is the default heraldic pen. Adding punctuation and 
fixing spelling, we reblazon: Quarterly azure and sable, in pale a jester's cap and in saltire 
two pens argent. 
 
Charges arranged in saltire were explicitly exempted from UoP requirements, on the Cover 
Letter of June 2013. 
 
Given the period examples, we are overturning past precedent forbidding the combination of 
a charge and two other charges in saltire, or other similar combinations. We will henceforth 
treat a pair of charges in saltire and a sheaf of charges as a single unit only for purposes of 
arrangement under SENA A3D2c. As always, the entire charge group must be in a 
blazonable period arrangement, such as two and one, in fess, in cross, etc. 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
3: Arnóra Bestingr - New Name  
No preferences indicated 
Arnóra is a feminine Norse given name found in Geirr Bassi, p. 7 
 
Bestinger is a descriptive Norse byname meaning "captive bear", found in Geirr Bassi, p. 20 
FIXME: As noted in the Calontir 07-27-2017 LOI – “Lind, Personbinamn, col. 21 sn. Bestingr, 
notes there's only one e in the byname [bestingr vice bestinger], suggesting that the spelling in GB 
may be a typo.” Name changed in the meeting to reflect this. 
Submitted by Manus Battlement 
Huntington Beach 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
 



4: Atticus Carver - New Name & New Device  
Azure, perched on a wheel a bird Or, a bordure compony gules and argent 
 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 
Meaning (wood carver) most important. 
 
Atticus is a male English given name found at familysearch.org, 
 Atticus Cradge, christening, May 23, 1584 Leicester, England Batch C03691-Z 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JQBG-5L 
 
Carver is also found in familysearch records as a English surname, 
 Frauncis Carver, christening 21 NOV 1595, Batch CO5576-S London, England 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NPHF-DMC 
 
The bird is clearly secondary; we are just unsure on how to properly designate this in blazon. 
 
Submitted by Nemo 
Barony of Calafia 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
5: Bjǫrn gylðir - New Name & New Device  
Or, a wolf rampant azure, a bordure sable mullety of eight points argent 
 
No preferences indicated. 
 
Bjǫrn is a male Norse given name found in Geirr Bassi, p. 8 
 
gylðir is a Norse descriptive byname meaning "wolf" or "howler", found in Geirr Bassi, p. 22 
 
Submitted by Manus Battlement 
Barony of Wintermist 



 
Closest found Elaine MacCarren: The following device associated with this name was 
registered in August of 2015 (via Atenveldt): Argent, a fox rampant queue-forchy proper and 
a bordure sable mullety argent. 
DCs for change of tincture of field and primary. 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
6: Caid, Kingdom of - New Order Name & New Badge  
Order of the Furison of Caid 
Azure, a furison and a bordure embattled argent 
 
No preferences indicated 
 
This Order name follows the pattern of "Order of (Heraldic Charge)" found in "Medieval 
Secular Order Names" by Juliana de Luna (http://medievalscotland.org/jes/OrderNames/). 
 
A furison is a period heraldic charge. 
A furison is a fire steel, used with flint to strike sparks for starting fires. It is also blazoned a 
"ferris" in mundane heraldry. The furison is a period charge, found in the arms of Grassawer, 
c.1340 [Zurich 237]; but its most famous usage is as a badge of the Order of the Golden 
Fleece, c.1430. It is fesswise by default, with its flat edge (its "steel") to base. 
(http://mistholme.com/dictionary/furison/) 
 
The designator “of Caid” was added to avoid conflict (per SENA NPN.3.E) with the personal 
heraldic title "Furison Herald" registered to James of the Lake (Dec 2004); even though he 
has kindly provided permission to conflict. It does not conflict with "Furisine of 
Stonemarche, Order of the" (Feb 2008); "of Stonemarche" is part of the substantive element 
and thus provides sufficient difference. 
 
This is clear of "Vert, a furison and a bordure urdy argent" (Kathrine de Laine, Feb 1994, 
Ansteorra). There is one DC for the change of tincture of the field, and one DC for the 
change of urdy (a "Wavy" type complex line) to embattled (a "Square" type, according to 
SENA, Appendix M). 



It is also clear of "(Fieldless) A furison argent" (Basileios Philanthropenos Philomathes, Oct 
2000, Meridies). There is one DC for fieldlessness and another for the addition/removal of 
the bordure. 
 
Order name approved and forwarded 
Badge approved and forwarded 
 
7: Caitlin inghean Sheamuis - New Name & New Device  
Per bend sinister Or and purpure, a dragon and a decrescent counterchanged 
 
Submitter desires a feminine name. 
Client requests authenticity for 12-14 C. Irish. 
Language (12-14 C. Irish) most important. 
Culture (12-14 C. Irish) most important. 
 
Contacted submitter about change and was approved it, included full documentation  
 
Caitilin While there is fairly wide variation, the standard spelling is either ingen (pre-1200) 
or inghean (post-1200). Which depends on the date of the name. The submitter is requesting 
authenticity in a period where Middle Irish is becoming Early Modern Irish. As the given 
name is Early Modern Irish Gaelic, the patrynomic should likewise be in Early Modern Irish 
Gaelic to meet her authenticity request (which Séamus is). 
 
The source for Caitlin is Mari Elspeth nic Bryan's "Index of Names in Irish Annals". The 
form given on the article page is Caitilín. Dropping the accents is allowed and doesn't affect 
authenticity. Caitilin is found in 1411, 1471, 1486, 1490, 1506, 1527, 1530, 1568, 1582, 
1592. None of these are early enough to meet the submitter's desired period. 
 
Séamus is also found in Mari's Annals article 
(https://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Seamus.shtml) where it is dated 
to 1398, 1405, 1448, 1463, 1467, 1484, 1486, 1502, 1511, 1519, 1567, 1581, 1608. The 
genitive form is Séamuis. The name must also be lenited, giving Shéamuis (or Sheamuis 
without accents). 
 
The form of patronymic marker would generally be inghean in this time period. Thus, Caitlin 
inghean Sheamuis (assuming she intends to drop the accents). It's registerable. It's authentic 



for 15th-16th Irish, and probably authentic for late 14th C given how early in the 15th C then 
names are found. No conflicts found 
 
docs by Jeanne Marie, Blue Mountain 
Submitted by James of the Lake 
Barony of Wintermist 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
8: Celeste Ballatini - New Name  
 
No preferences indicated 
 
"Celeste" would be the expected French feminine form for any time from the 10th century 
onward. It is rare but apparently remained in occasional use - EG Withycombe 
 
- Withycombe sn. Celeste "There was a St. Celesta, who no doubt sponsored the name, which 
is not uncommon in France. <Celestine>, which also occurs, is probably a dimnutive of 
<Celeste> and not taken from the papal name <Celestinus>. <Celeste> and <Celestine> are 
occasionally used in England."  
Ballatini is an Italian surname, dated to 1550, found at 
http://www.coblaith.net/Names/ItSur/BAL.html 
 
 
doc Eridana 
Barony of Glydenholdt 
 
NAME FORWARDED 
 
9: Cellach of the Mists - New Name & New Device  
Azure, a sun Or eclipsed sable and a chief Or 
 
No preferences indicated. 



 
Cellach is found in Index of Names in Irish Annals: Cellach / Ceallach by Mari Elspeth nic 
Bryan (Kathleen M. 
O'Brien)http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Cellach.shtml and is the 
Old and Middle Irish form found from 700c to 1200c examples found from 693 to 1278 
 
of the Mists, Principality of the This branch-name was registered in May of 1980 (via the 
West). 
 
Submitted by Manus Battlement 
Barony of Wintermist 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
 
10: Christoph Macher - New Name & New Device  
Azure, an eagle argent maintaining a hammer and a pair of compasses Or, a bordure 
argent semy of crampons azure 
 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 
No major changes. 
Sound (unspecified) most important 
Language/Culture (Germanic, 13th-16th Century) most important. 
 
Christof is found Medieval German Given Names from Silesia by Talan Gwynek 
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/bahlow_v.htm has 2 examples dated to 1351 and 1480 
 
Christof Kaleman Male Christening 19 Jul 1590 KONIGSBERG IN NEUMARK, 
BRANDENBURG, PRUSSIA C99873-1 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NTF2-5RK 
 
    Walther Macher Male Christening 19 Oct 1572 Leutesheim, Baden,Germany Father Hans 
Ruysen Macher Mother Agnes C93274-1 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NCHV-XXH 



 
It is noted that this has a complexity count of 8, which is registerable and that the secondary 
charges were difficult to identify. 
 
Submitted by Selene 
Barony of Angels 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
11: Duncan Silvertoppe - New Device  
Azure, a cross of four pheons conjoined at the points, a chief argent 
Barony of Nordwache 
 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
12: Elizabeth Papillon - New Name & New Device  
Sable, on a heart Or, a papillon purpure  
 
Submitter desires a feminine name. 
Language (unspecified) most important. 
Culture (unspecified) most important. 
 
Both name elements are found in London England, 1612 in familysearch records 
Elizabeth 
    Elizabeth Abartowe Female Christening 25 Feb 1612 SAINT MARGARET 
LOTHBURY,LONDON, ENGLAND Father Mower Abartowe Batch C02273-2 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JS15-CXL 
 
Papillon 
    Thomas Papillon Male Christening 17 JAN 1612 SAINT ANN 
BLACKFRIARS,LONDON,ENGLAND Death 06 May 1615 Father Dauid Papillon Batch 
C02209-2 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NL5X-NQ6 
 



NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE WITHDRAWN BY SUBMITTER 
 
13: Elspeth of Stillwater - New Badge  
(Fieldless) a chalice purpure enfiling a coronet Or pearled argent 
 
Was granted court Barony in Caid (PM)2016-01-09. 
 
BADGE approved and forwarded 
 
14: Emeline atte More - New Name  
 
No preferences indicated 
 
Name submitted is Emeline atte More which is found in R&W under the header Emblem, 
Godefridus filius Emeline 1115. It is also listed in Feminine Given Names in A Dictionary of 
English Surnames by Talan Gwynek  
 
atte More is an English locative byname meaning "by the moor", dated to 1275, found in 
Reaney & Wilson, 3rd ed., p. 313, "Thomas atte More" atte More under the header Moor 
 
Submitted by James Furison 
Barony of Gyldenholdt 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
 
15: Gunnar Grimsson - New Name  & New Device  
Quarterly argent and azure, in bend two lion's heads cabossed gules, a bordure 
counterchanged 
 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 
Sound (unspecified) most important. 
 
Gunnar is a masculine Norse given name found in Geirr Bassi, p. 10 with 11 examples  



 
Grimr ibd pg 10 has 32 examples as a given name and is used an example of patronymic 
formation p17 
 
Submitted by James Furison 
Barony of Wintermist 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
16: Gunther Rise - New Device Change  
Per bend Or and sable, a calamarie maintaining in chief a trident reversed 
counterchanged, a chief wavy sable 
 
Old Item: Or, a calamarie and a chief wavy sable, to be retained as a badge. 
 
We believe this follows the outlines on Calamarie from May 2015 cover letter: 

A precedent from 2012 states: 

The tentacles of a polypus should be to base, not both to base and to chief, as we grant difference for 
tentacles to base, as with a polypus, versus tentacles to chief, as with a calamarie. [James Bacon, 12/12, R-
West] 

This precedent seems to be occasionally misinterpreted as meaning that a correct depiction would have the 
tentacles pointing towards the base for a polypus and towards the chief for a calamarie. This is incorrect. The 
intent is to render the orientation unambiguous and thus the tentacles should be arranged in both cases 
around the section of the cephalopod that is opposite the head, with less than half going over the midsection 
and none going further than the head itself. 

 
DEVICE approved and forwarded. 
 
17: imeywenewt Tasheretnut sat ne lahmos - New Name & New Device  
Purpure, in pale two mullets of eight points between flaunches Or 
 
Will not accept MAJOR changes 
Submitter desires a feminine name. 



Language (Ancient Egyptian) most important. 
Culture (Ancient Egyptian) most important. 
Meaning (must remain connected to the sky) most important. 
 
This name uses documentation from Names from Demotic Egyptian Sources 2nd Edition by 
Daniel L Lind (Sneferu sa Djedi mewetif Merit) and Trismegistos an interdisciplinary portal 
of papyrological and epigraphical resources. 
http://heraldry.sca.org/kwhss/2016/Egyptian%20Names%20from%20Demotic%20Sources%
202nd%20edition%20draft%203.pdf 
http://www.trismegistos.org/index.html 
 
imeywenewt - Prepended demotic Egyptian occupational byname meaning "astronomer." 
This byname is documented in demotic between Dec 22, 365 BC and Aug 18, 243 BC on 
page 5 of the abovementioned article. A prepended demotic Egyptian occupational byname 
has already been registered as Sekhet Naneferrenpet (June 2017 LOAR, Meridies). The 
success of that submission may inform this one. 
https://oscar.sca.org/index.php?action=145&id=74173 Occupational bynames in late 
Egyptian occur independently of other patterns used in the name. They almost always 
prepend the given name of the person to whom they belong. 
 
From the June 2017 LOAR: 

We previously ruled that "Egyptian names recorded in Common Demotic script and Coptic are compatible 
with our period under GP3A of SENA." [Einarr inn kristni Hákonsson. Alternate name Imhotep sa Maare 
mewetif Ankhet, 7/2015 LoAR, A-Artemisia] As this name was documented entirely from Demotic Egyptian 
sources, it is registerable under this precedent. 

The submitter requested authenticity for "Egyptian." Although this name was documented entirely from 
Demotic Egyptian sources, the attested dates for the name elements are not within the same century. Thus, 
this name is registerable, but it is not authentic for a specific time. 

 
Pattern - The pattern <given name> sȝ.t ne (sat ne) <fathers given name> is documented in 
demotic between Aug 23, 259 BC and Aug 18 243 BC on page 3 of the abovementioned 
article. 
 
Tasheretnut - Constructed female given name meaning "The daughter of Nut" based on the 
pattern Tȝ-šr.t- + <Divine Name>. In this case, the divine name is Nut; the Egyptian goddess 
of the sky. This pattern is established in the names Tȝ-šr.t-mnḫ.t, Tȝ-šr.t-Mnt, Tȝ-šr.t-twt, Tȝ-
šr.t-Wsỉr, and Tȝ-šr.t-Wsỉr-Bẖ on page 9 of the abovementioned article. The divine name 
nw.t is documented in demotic as part of the name Pȝ-rmt-nw.t meaning "The man of Nut" on 



Feb 23, 175 BC in Trismegistos. 
http://www.trismegistos.org/ref/ref_list.php?namvar_id=31340 
 
Iahmos - Male given name meaning "Ỉah is born" documented between BC 664 and AD 284 
on page 13 of the abovementioned article. 
 
Submitted by Snefreu 
Barony of Dun Or 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
18: Jacob Rudolfson - New Name & New Device  
Per bend sinister vert and ermine, a tower argent and a wolf rampant sable 
 
No Preferences indicated 
 
Will accept Rudolf as a surname if required 
Jacob is found as an English given name in familysearch records 
    Jacob Spencer Male Burial 28 Jun 1603 England 
    B00035-8 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JCQM-ZMC 
 
Rudolfsson is a constructed English patronymic based on the given name Rudolf 
Rudolf is found as an English given name 
Rudolf Male Christening 31 Dec 1603 CHESTERFIELD,DERBY,ENGLAND Father Ralf 
C03586-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:V5G3-N74 
 
English patronymic examples given name+sson 
SEE Rhys Liamson Dec 2016 LOAR, registered without comment. 
According the SENA Appendix A, Early Modern English Patronymic bynames may be 
formed by using <Father’s name>+son. We therefore have dropped the second s to match 
documented practices. 
 



  Elizabeth Johnsson Female Christening Feb 1605 ST MARY LE PORT,BRISTOL, 
GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND Death 25 May 1610 Father Wyllyam Johnsson C02728-1 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NGW6-NPP 
 
    Hugh Edwardsson married Spouse Jocosa Goodalle 22 Sep 1616 Church Pulverbatch, 
Shropshire,England M03736-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NKCZ-64Z 
 
    Henery Williamsson Male Christening 03 May 1601 HALE,LANCASHIRE,ENGLAND 
P00538-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JQ1S-136 
 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
19: Joan Silvertoppe - New Badge  
(Fieldless) In saltire two sewing needles inverted argent, overall a bee Or marked sable. 
Submitted by Manus Battlement 
Barony of Nordwache 
 
BADGE approved and forwarded 
 
20: Jorge Guillermo Pizarro de Cadiz - New Name & New Device  
Azure, a bend engouled of two dragon's heads between a rapier and an escallop, a bordure 
argent 
 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 
No major changes. 
Language (unspecified, assumed Spanish) most important. 
Culture (unspecified, assumed Spanish) most important. 
 
Jorge is a male Spanish given name dated to 1560, Jorge Jorge Ramos (1560, IV.95) found at 
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/spanish/male-given-alpha.html 16th Century Spanish Names 
Masculine Given Names Alphabetically by Elsbeth Anne Roth  



Pizarro is found as a descriptive byname Doña Francisca Pizarro (1560, IV.88), Martín 
Pizarro (1560, IV.88) (daughter and father, 16th Century Spanish Names All bynames in 
alphabetical order by Elsbeth Anne Roth 
 
Guillermo is a male Spanish given name found in Melcon dated 1145-1231 
. 
 
Pizarro is a descriptive byname dated to 1560, Pizarro  Descriptive Doña Francisca Pizarro 
(1560, IV.88), Martín Pizarro (1560, IV.88) (daughter and father) found 
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/spanish/bynames-alpha.html 16th Century Spanish Names All 
bynames in alphabetical order by Elsbeth Anne Roth 
 
de Cadiz is a locative byname based on the city of Cadiz in southern Spain dated to 1610 in 
the book Grandezas, y antiguedades de la isla y ciudad de Cadiz. En que se escriuen ... By 
Juan Bautista Suarez de Salazar 
https://books.google.com/books?id=UmnAAxd8Qr8C&pg=PP8&dq=cadiz&hl=en&sa=X&v
ed=0ahUKEwj1qYPY4YLXAhWCrFQKHdCNANEQ6AEIJjAA#v=onepage&q=cadiz&f=f
alse 
 
While we have seen no examples of bends engouled of dragon’s heads. We believe this to be 
at most a SFPP. 
 
Submitted by James Furison 
Barony of Dreibergen 
 
The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 
#1 https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=234/2017-10-21/17-27-14_cadiz.jpg 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
21: Kelly le Frogge - New Name & New Device  
Or, on a step-cut gemstone palewise vert a frog Or 
 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 



 
The submitter confirms the name changed after initial consultation to match additional 
documentation. 
 
    Robert Kelly Spouse Anne Sainsberye 1579 Saint James, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, England 
M15350-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NXMP-4QN 
 
This is a late period English surname being used as a given name 
 
Oliver Frogge married Spouse Susane Champion 08 Jun 1578 Hadstock,Essex,England 
 
M04323-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NLCR-35H 
 
le Frogge is found in R&W under header Frog dated to 1275, William le Frogge 
 
Barony of Calafia 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
22: Marianne Freidis - New Name & New Device  
Paly Or and gules, a sea-dragon sable 
 
No preferences indicated 
 
Name changed from forms to match documentation with submitter’s happy approval 
 
familysearch records that have dates beyone 1650 cannot be used for documentation even if 
it is 1653 and the record is for a child with the father obviously being born before 1650- the 
grey period allowance is to cover those examples. 
 
Marianne Maren Female Christening 04 Jul 1590 Schiltach, Baden, Germany 
Father Chrys Maren Mother Barbara C93828-3 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NCCH-DH3 



 
Surname in German from familysearch records 
Jacobo Freidis Male Daughter Margaretha Freidis Christening 18 Jan 1642 Külsheim, Baden, 
Germany C92511-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NZ2T-CRQ 
 
Unfortunately, this lovely device conflicts with, Eric de Dragonslaire: 
The following badge associated with this name was registered in January of 1996 (via An 
Tir): (Fieldless) A dragon salient sable breathing flames gules. 
There is one DC for the fieldlessness, but it is the only one. 
 
"We give no difference between a dragon, a sea-dragon and a wyvern" [Qara Moridai, R-Meridies, 12/1996] 
 
Submitted by Bruce Batonvert 
Barony of Calafia 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE returned for conflict. PTC requested but no response 
 
23: Mealla Caimbeul - New Badge Change  
Erminois, a pale gules 
 
Old Item: (Fieldless) The astrological symbol for Venus within and conjoined to an annulet 
argent, to be released. 
 
BADGE approved and forwarded 
 
24: Nikolaos Phaistios - New Badge  
(Fieldless) in saltire a rapier and an arrow argent, overall a sinister hand azure 
 
Submitted by Bruce Batonvert 
Barony of Altavia 
 
BADGE approved and forwarded 
 



25: Nur of the Angels - New Name & New Device  
Per pale sable and gules, a rose counterchanged 
 
?Nur is a male Arabic given name, dated to 1550-1567, as belonging to Nur ibn Muhajid, 
emir of Habar? 
 
Nur is found as an English surname dated to 1640 in family records used as a given name 
here as allowed 
    Nur is a male Arabic given name in PERIOD ARABIC NAMES AND NAMING PRACTICES by Da'ud 
ibn Auda 2003 as an example in the text"Nur al-Din" [Light of the Faith" 
Nur is also found as an English surname dated to 1640 in family records used as a given name here as 
allowed  
John Nur marriage Spouse Anne Harris 23 Sep 1640 Brewood,Stafford,England M01014-1 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N21J-ZM5 

 
"of the Angels" is an SCA branch-based byname, from the Barony of the Angels registered at 
some point. 
 
Submitted by Bruce Batonvert 
Barony of Angels 
 
For IAP of primary charges, counterchanged on sable gules field, cf. Seibmacher 161  
(Zimmer(, 162 (Arms), 182 (eagle) 
NAME FORWARDED 
DEVICE FORWARDED 
 
26: Reynold Colling - New Name  
 
No preferences indicated 
 
Both name elements are found in England in family search records 
 
Reynold 
    Reynold Wynter Male Christening 18 Nov 1580 ALDERMASTON, 
BERKSHIRE,ENGLAND Death 26 Dec 1580 C01585-2 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NPNV-BZZ 



 
Colling 
    Robertus Colling male Christening 07 Jun 1594 KILDWICK,YORK,ENGLAND Death 12 
Aug 1595 P01001-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NYYF-J9Q 
 
Submitted by Manus Battlement 
Barony of Gyldenholt 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
 
27: Robyn Founder - New Name & New Device  
Sable, in cross three skulls and a caltrop Or Device withdrawn by submitter 
 
No preferences indicated 
 
Both name elements are found in family search records in England 
 
Robyn Bryght Calne, Wiltshire, England Male Christening 05 Mar 1547 Calne, Wiltshire, 
England C02168-0 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:J35R-K27 
 
Willm Founder married Isabell Sheild 21 Aug 1580 Saint Nicholas Parish Reg And Nonconf 
,Newcastle Upon Tyne,Northumberland,England M00435-1 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N2P1-72N 
 
Submitted by Bruce Batonvert 
Barony of Wintermist 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE WITHDRAWN BY SUBMITTER 
 
28: Robyn Lon Creighton of Thorndyke - New Alternate Name & New Badge  
 
Arye ben David ben Lev 



Per bend sinister purpure and argent, a lion couchant to sinister and a lion couchant 
counterchanged 
 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 
No changes. 
 
 
he one change the submitter specifically requested is change of the given name to be spelled "Aryeh" if 
possible 
All name elements are found in A Dictionary of Ashkenazic Given names, their origins, 
structure,pronounciation and migration by Alexander Beider 
Arye is a masculine Jewish given name, became popular in German thanks to the meaning "Lion" 
Documented to 1556,1644 and 1648 
ben is a Jewish patronymic marker meaning "son of" 
David is a masculine given name documented ti 1235, 1383 and 1298 
Lev is a masculine Jewish given documented to 1343, 1393,1594 and 1632. 
The only lead on the preferred first name element is found here and assistance in documenting is appreciated. 
Aryeh 
https://books.google.com/books?id=JyViAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA104&dq=Aryeh&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUK
EwjXs8aK89zWAhU K22MKHVaXDn0Q6AEIJjAA Yhudah 'Aryeh da Modena author 1637 

 
Submitted by James Furison 
Barony of Dreiburgen 
 
The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 
#1 https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=234/2017-10-21/17-40-53_Arye.jpg 
 
The conflict is registered to the submitter, identical to this submission but with domestic cats 
in place of lions. In internal commentary, Jeanne Marie Blue Mountain provided: 
“It is a blazonable difference, which is sufficient to allow registration: 
... there is a blazonable difference, though no CDs, between this badge and her device. That 
difference would be sufficient for someone else to register this armory with a letter of 
permission to conflict. Therefore that blazonable difference is also sufficient for the submitter 
to register both pieces of armory. [Niamh ingen Maolán, 10/2005, A-Æthelmearc] 
And his current badge does have domestic cats, not lions.” 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
BADGE approved and forwarded 



 
 
29: Rosa de Artiliis - New Name  
 
No preferences indicated  
 
Rosa 
    Rosa Sanges Female Death 06 May 1439 Favara, Girgenti, Italia Birth 1439 Favara, 
Girgenti, Italia B74036-6 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XRYX-3VJ  
 
de Artiliis is an Italian byname found at http://www.coblaith.net/Names/ItSur/ART.html near 
Milan 
 
Submitted by Manus Battlement 
Barony of Gyldenholt 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
 
30: Samthann inghean uí Dochartaigh - New Name  
 
Language (unspecified, assumed Irish) most important. 
Culture (unspecified, assumed Irish) most important. 
No specific gender desired 
 
Samthann is found in Index of Names in Irish Annals: Samthann by Mari Elspeth nic Bryan 
(Kathleen M. O'Brien) as the Old Irish Gaelic (c700-c900) form: Samthann. none of the 
examples have this spelling NOTE: The only person listed with this name is a saint. 
 
inghean uí is an article meaning "daughter of the clan of" 
 
Dochartaigh is an Irish Gaelic byname found in Wolfe, p. 497, dated to the 15th century, modern spelling is 
Doherty. Also found as a patronymic  
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/Woulfe/SortedByAnglicizedRoot_D1.shtml 

 
Submitted by James Furison 



Barony of Angels 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
 
31: Silus Aurelius - New Name & New Device  
Vert, a sun between in base two lions combatant Or. 
 
Desires masculine name 
Sound (S-EYE-LUSS) most important. 
Submitter accepts the name change dropping the middle element, as the submitter didn’t 
originally want three elements but thought three were required. 
 
Silus 
    Silus Eaton Male Christening 16 Dec 1621 SAINT 
NICHOLAS,IPSWICH,SUFFOLK,ENGLAND Father Anthonie Eaton P01262-1 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:J74P-ZG9 
 
Aurelius 
    Daniel Aurelius Male Christening 09 Nov 1620 THREADNEEDLE STREET FRENCH 
HUGUENOT,LONDON,LONDON,ENGLAND Father Abraham Aurelius Mother Jane 
Harsset C04903-1 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:V5LK-WJR  
 
Submitted by Manus Battlement 
Barony of Wintermist 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
32: Simon Maxwell - New Name & New Device  
Per bend sinister sable and argent, a wolf rampant and an ounce rampant contourny, 
each charged with a thistle, all counterchanged.  
 
Submitter desires a masculine name. 
No major changes. 



Sound (Unspecified) most important. 
Language (Scots-English, borderers c. 15th-16th C.) most important. 
Culture (Scots-English, borderers c. 15th-16th C.) most important. 
 
Simon is found in the Border town of Kelso, Scotland 
    Simon Penman Spouse Maalie Steuart Marriage Nov 1599 Kelso,Roxburgh,Scotland 
M11793-7 https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XYQR-DMB 
 
Maxwell is a very common surname in Scotland and England The following example is a 
border town from 1580 
    Clemet Mill Spouse Margaret Maxwell 03 Jun 1580 Berwick Upon 
Tweed,Northumberland,England M00022-1 
https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N2P4-15R 
 
Submitted by Selene 
Barony of Angels 
 
We might also consider: Per bend sinister sable and argent, a wolf rampant and an ounce 
rampant contourny, each charged with a thistle, all counterchanged. That gets our primary 
charges blazoned first, as they should be. 
 
The form was labelled as per bend sinister azure and argent, but colored as sable. We are 
checking with the submitter which is the intended color. 
 
NAME  approved and forwarded 
DEVICE was colored incorrectly and will be forwarded in Nov after correction 
 
33: Sorcha Dhubh - New Device  
Per pale argent and sable, an ax reversed and in base a knife and a spear in saltire 
counterchanged purpure and argent 
Barony of Altavia 
This appears to match a headman’s axe, which was last registered in 1997 and needs further 
documentation to use. We recommend picking a period axe instead. 
 
DEVICE returned for redraw. 



 
34: Sorcha Dhubh - New Badge  
(Fieldless) A spear purpure transfixing a New World pineapple Or 
 
Submitted by Hannah 
Barony of Altavia 
 
BADGE approved and forwarded 
 
35: Taileflaith Bhallach - New Name (Edit) 
 
No preferences indicated 
 
Taileflaith is a feminine Irish given name dated from 777-885, found at 
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Feminine/Taileflaith.shtml 
 
Bhallach is a descriptive Irish byname meaning "freckled", found at 
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Feminine/DescriptiveBynames.shtml 
 
Bhallach is dated 1463 and Taileflaith is 885, exceeding the 500 year allowance for 
compatability. 
 
NAME is returned for lack of documentation  
 
36: Teleri Garðarsdóttir - New Name Change& New Badge  
OSCAR NOTE: the old name was registered in July of 1994, via Caid. 
(Fieldless) On a flask Or, a slug sable 
 
Old Item: Teleri of Gwynedd, to be retained as an alternate name. 
Submitter desires a feminine name. 
Meaning (Teleri, “someone’s daughter”) most important. 
 
Teleri is previously registered to the submitter and is thus considered neutral in language and 
time. 



 
Garðarsdóttir is a Norse patronymic byname from Garðar, found in Geirr Bassi, p. 10, made 
using the rules from Geirr Bassi, p. 17 
Welsh and Norse may be combined prior to 1100 but not later per SENA 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE returned for use of train aspect. 
 
37: Zahra bint Nasr - New Name & New Device 
Vert, two flamingoes respectant and a chief embattled argent 
 
Submitter desires a feminine name. 
 
Zahra is found in Juliana de Luna's article "Arabs in Spain: Name from al-Andalus" 
(http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/juliana/alandalus). 
 
bint Nasr - daughter of Nasr - both elements found on PERIOD ARABIC NAMES AND 
NAMING PRACTICES by Da'ud ibn Auda (David B. Appleton) © 2003 
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/arabic-naming2.htm 
 
"In some languages, what appears to be two given names in a row is actually the name of an 
individual followed immediately by that of his or her father, without any of the usual 
"markers" which indicate that the name is a patronym, such as -son, mac, ap, etc. This does 
not occur in Arabic; one always finds the particles ibn (son of) or bint (daughter of) in the 
nasab." 
 
NAME approved and forwarded 
DEVICE approved and forwarded 
 
__ 
END of document 
 


